Stake $GBTC — Earn big on Bitcoin
**Introduction**

Green Bitcoin offers a fresh take on cryptocurrency, combining Bitcoin's legacy with Ethereum's eco-friendly blockchain. This ERC-20 token introduces a unique, sustainable staking model—Gamified Green Staking—for earning passive income, with rewards scaled to your investment. Participate in our Green Bitcoin price predictions to enhance your earnings, all while fostering long-term investment and active community engagement. With Green Bitcoin, you can enjoy a rewarding and environmentally conscious crypto experience.

**Why Green Bitcoin is Green**

Green Bitcoin, represented as $GBT C, embodies an environmentally friendly philosophy in two distinct ways. Firstly, it is 10,000 times more eco-friendly than the original Bitcoin blockchain due to its utilization of a Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus mechanism. This means that, unlike Bitcoin's energy-intensive Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism, PoS significantly reduces the computational power required, minimizing its environmental impact. Secondly, the ‘green’ characteristic extends to the staking process. When you participate in staking and your prediction lands in the selected green zone, you are rewarded with additional earnings from staking your coins.

**Engaging Staking Rewards**

Green Bitcoin introduces revolutionary Gameified Green Staking, allowing for exponential rewards, and up to 100% Token bonuses! New challenges LIVE every week. Stay tuned for some thrilling updates on gamified staking coming your way shortly.

The Green Bitcoin platform has allocated a substantial reward pool of 5.8 million $GBT C tokens, which represents 27.50% of the total token supply, to incentivize staking activities. The reward pool will be given out gradually over two years and fully distributed by December 31, 2025. Each day, the reward pool is distributed among stakers who have accurately predicted the price direction of Bitcoin, creating a competitive yet rewarding environment.
Green Bitcoin Price Prediction

Green Bitcoin provides a daily staking reward system based on Bitcoin's price movement. Stake your tokens and forecast whether Bitcoin's price will rise or fall by the next day. Similar to Bitcoin's average block time, $GBT rewards accumulate every 10 minutes. Here's the process:

- Place your Green Bitcoin price prediction
- When the new day rolls over, a fresh round kicks off, letting you stake and submit your next price call
- Accurate predictions earn a proportionate share of the daily staking reward pool
- You can claim the aggregate of your day's rewards after each 24-hour cycle

By leveraging insights into tangible rewards, this system encourages $GBT token holders to actively participate in predicting Bitcoin's market performance. This approach promotes daily engagement, fostering community involvement and contributing to the stability and growth of the $GBT network. More exciting details on the predict-to-earn feature coming soon!

Extra Rewards by Staking Period

To incentivize commitment and reward long-term participation within the $GBT ecosystem, we have implemented a staking rewards program that offers additional benefits for extended staking durations. This structure is designed to favor not just the quantity but also the duration for which tokens are held in staking, providing scaled bonuses to reflect the length of each staking period. Here is an overview of the extra rewards available to stakers based on the duration of their investment:

- **Daily Stakers**: Participants who stake their tokens on a daily basis are allocated a straightforward portion of the rewards, calculated according to the size of their stake relative to the total staked amount.
- **Weekly Stakers**: Those who choose to stake their tokens for a week are entitled to a 5% bonus on top of their regular daily rewards as recognition of their extended commitment.
• **Monthly Stakers:** A 10% bonus is granted to stakers who lock their tokens for a month, significantly incrementing their staking yield.

• **Six-Month Stakers:** To recognize and reward the enduring commitment of our most committed participants, those who choose a staking period of six months will receive a substantial 15% boost in daily rewards, reflecting our commitment to those who support the $GBTC network with their long-term engagement.

Through our comprehensive Green staking system, complemented by strategic partnerships, Green Bitcoin ensures a diverse and holistic staking experience. Whether you’re a cautious investor or an adventurous trader, our platform caters to all, promoting inclusivity and sustainable growth.

**Presale Staking**

During the presale period and the following month, you can stake your $GBTC to earn a substantial Annual Percentage Yield. This means that over these three months, you can achieve significant earnings on the $GBTC you’ve staked.

Following the one-month presale, we will roll out our Green predict-to-earn rewards system, inviting participants to predict Bitcoin's price changes and earn rewards accordingly.

**Tokenomics**

**Presale (50%)**

Early adopters gain a significant advantage with the $GBTC Presale, setting the stage for a dynamic beginning in our venture.

**Staking Rewards System (20%)**

A substantial allocation is dedicated to rewarding those participating in staking, supporting the long-term value and stability of $GBTC.
**Marketing (12.5%)**
This portion focuses on crafting impactful campaigns and is key to enhancing global visibility and keeping $GBT prominent.

**CEX/DEX Listings (7.5%)**
Essential for maintaining fluidity in trading, this allocation is split evenly between Centralized and Decentralized Exchanges (CEX & DEX), ensuring $GBT's robust market presence.

**Community Rewards (10%)**
This allocation is dedicated to nurturing our community, rewarding engagement and involvement.
Why Ethereum?

- **Eco-Friendliness**: Ethereum's shift towards a Proof of Stake consensus mechanism aligns with Green Bitcoin's commitment to environmental sustainability, reducing the energy consumption associated with token transactions and smart contract execution.
- **Established Architecture**: Ethereum is celebrated for its robust security and efficient smart contract execution capabilities.
- **Extensive Ecosystem**: Ethereum's diverse array of decentralized applications enhances accessibility for ERC-20 tokens like $GBTC.
- **Proven Stability**: Ethereum's longstanding network ensures stability and reliability for token holders and participants.

Partnership and Collaborations

As part of our ongoing commitment to sustainability and growth, Green Bitcoin seeks to forge meaningful partnerships with industry leaders, green tech companies, and eco-conscious organizations. By integrating our platform with entities that share our vision, we aim to create a synergistic environment that advances blockchain's green revolution. Collaborations will encompass technological integrations, community-building initiatives, educational programs, and shared campaigns to raise awareness about sustainable crypto practices. Through these strategic alliances, Green Bitcoin endeavors to enhance its platform's offerings and ensure its users benefit from the broader ecosystem's innovations and advancements.

Roadmap

Drawing inspiration from the trailblazing Bitcoin, Green Bitcoin strives to redefine passive income within the crypto domain through a low-fee, eco-conscious Stake-to-Earn model.
1. **Presale Launch**: Kick off with an affordable presale of $GBT to fund tech and marketing. This step is key to building a strong foundation for Green Bitcoin's future.

2. **Token Launch**: $GBT hits multiple A-tier CEX and DEXs, with some supply locked to keep trading smooth and decentralized. This step is about making sure $GBT trading is fair and steady.

3. **Staking Rewards & Predictions Go Live**: Start our unique staking and Bitcoin price prediction game to get early users involved. This early action helps build our community's strength.

4. **Predict to Earn 2.0**: Revolutionizing staking predictions with enhanced fun and gamification features - More exciting details coming soon!
SWAP and Claim

$GBT can be secured via official channels, with token claims facilitated on the Ethereum network. A variety of payment options are supported to ensure seamless participation and accessibility.

Conclusion

Green Bitcoin invites the global community to embark on a revolutionary journey, merging the allure of Bitcoin's early days with Ethereum's cutting-edge capabilities, all while upholding sustainability and active participation.

Disclaimer

Cryptocurrency markets are inherently risky and may be unregulated in certain jurisdictions. Users are advised to conduct thorough research and seek professional advice where necessary.